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Improved diagnostics and control of multi-path
and/or -particle quantum coherence effects promise
a much improved understanding of the microscopic
structure, the dynamics and the functionality of complex quantum systems. Emergent phenomena,
many-body equilibration and coherence in warm,
disordered, or hierarchical structures define a basin
of attraction for research in biophysics, cold matter,
photonics, and statistical physics. The workshop
blends such diverse perspectives, to better resolve
the quantum-classical demarcation line in complex
territories.
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§ Many-body scattering in photonic systems
§ Equilibration and interference in closed
many-body systems
§ Many-body transport in interacting systems
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Applications received before 6 November 2016 are considered preferentially.
Applications are welcome and should be made by
using the application form on the event‘s web
page. The number of attendees is limited. The
registration fee for the international workshop is
120 Euro and should be paid by all participants.
Costs for accommodation and meals will be
covered by the Max Planck Institute. Limited
funding is available to partially cover travel
expenses. Please note that childcare is available
upon request.

For further information please contact:
Visitors Program – Maria de Haas
MPI for the Physics of Complex Systems
Nöthnitzer Str. 38, D-01187 Dresden
Tel: +49-351-871-1934
Fax: +49-351-871-2199
qctmbs17@pks.mpg.de
www.pks.mpg.de/qctmbs17/

We also offer individual fellowships (phd, postdoc, sabbatical). Applications are accepted continuously. For details, please check www.pks.mpg.de/visitors

